MCB Merit Program Scheduled Sessions – Fall 2016

MCB 150 (5 hours total – 4 hours in MCB 150 and 1 hour in MCB 199)

- Lecture AL1: MWF 2:00 – 2:50 pm, CRN 33829, Foellinger Auditorium
- Any regular discussion: From M-R, CRNs vary, 113 Gregory Hall
- Workshop M1: R 9:00 – 10:50 am, CRN 45198, 101A Burrill
- Workshop M2: R 11:00 am – 12:50 pm, CRN 45216, 101A Burrill
- Workshop M3: R 1:00 – 2:50 pm, CRN 45219, 101A Burrill

***You must sign up for a lecture, a discussion, and one workshop (the workshops are listed as MCB 199 sections).***

MCB 250 (4 hours total - 3 hours in MCB 250 and 1 hour in MCB 299)

- Lecture AL1: MWF 1:00 – 1:50 pm, CRN 33831, Foellinger Auditorium
- Any regular discussion: From M-F, CRNs vary, 105 Talbot Laboratory
- Workshop 50A: T 9:00 – 10:50 am, CRN 47874, 101A Burrill
- Workshop 50B: T 11:00 am – 12:50 pm, CRN 47875, 101A Burrill

***You must sign up for a lecture, a discussion, and one workshop (the workshops are listed as MCB 299 sections).***

MCB 354 (4 hours total - 3 hours in MCB 354 and 1 hour in MCB 299)

- Lecture AL1: MWF 9:00 – 9:50 am, CRN 30495, 112 Gregory Hall
- Any regular discussion: From M-R, CRNs vary, C120 Chem & Life Sci Lab
- Workshop 54A: T 1:00 – 2:50 pm, CRN 47876, 101A Burrill

***You must sign up for a lecture, a discussion, and one workshop (the workshops are listed as MCB 299 sections).***

If interested in taking MCB Merit please fill out the online forms:
MCB 150 (MCB 199):
http://go.illinois.edu/MCB199FA16_MCB150Merit

MCB 250 (MCB 299 50A):
http://go.illinois.edu/MCB299FA16_MCB250Merit

MCB 354 (MCB 299 54A):
http://go.illinois.edu/MCB299FA16_MCB354Merit

For questions contact:

Alejandra Stenger
Office: 252B Davenport Hall
Phone: 217-244-7241
Email: astenger@illinois.edu